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A Weekly Newspaper, Published Independently by the Students of Ithaca College 'I 
Ithaca, New York September ti~ 1980 
J 
I.C.'s Frats to he Advised 
by Judy Green 
Within one or two weeks a 
nine member subcommittee for 
Campus Life will begin 
assessing1the role, function and 
purpose of Greeks on the 
Ithaca College campus, accor-
ding to Richard Correnti, vice-
president of student affairs. 
have not yet made it clear to 
everyone. 
Policello said·, "Membersof 
the Ithaca College community 
don't have to. be interested in 
belonging to fraternities and 
sororities, but there needs to 
be an overall understanding of 
why they exist.'' 
Policello said that the IFC 
wants more clarification on 
what they can and cannot do. 
This, she feels, will make 
students feel better, because 
they . all want to follow the 
rules correctly. 
· start.. He will then avail the 
subcommittee of the assistance 
they need to do the job 
thoroughly. 
The subcommittee will be 
made up. of nine members: 
Three students; one from a i.: 
social fraternity,- one from a e 
professional fraternity and ~ 
one independent, two faculty a 
members recommended by ~ 
the Faculty Council , three ~ ·1· 
staff members; the director of ;,., 
residential life or a designee ~ \ 
and one other member to be c 
appointed _by Correnti. t : Jt~. 
Correnti expects that the Sharon Police/lo · Richard Correnti 
Correnti said the committee 
would look to find where 
fraternities and sororities, 
both social and professional, 
fit in with the institution. A 
means for their self-
government needs to be 
determined, perhaps in the 
form of an intra- .fraternity 
;:onstitution, Correnti said, 
because at this ppint the rules 
governing their behavior are 
not clear. 
·Sharon Policello, advisor 
to the Intra-Fraternity Council 
(IFC) and director of campus 
activities said the Greeks need 
to be advised on how they can 
show their purpose as they 
Policello feels that the cam-
pus fraternities and sororities 
need to be more aware of. 
Greek happenings throughout 
the country, or at least beyond 
the local level. This, she said 
would give them a more 
realistic view of their own 
subcommittee will. meet 
regularly and hopes for con-
clusive information by the end 
of this spring's semester. 
Two other topics that have 
been studied by campus life 
subcommittees were the 
college's policies concerning 
religious holidays and the 
plans for the multi-cultural 
residence hall. 
Second Interview for 
Trustee Hopefuls 
situation. 
, Correnti's role in the cam-
pus life subcommittee will be 
to set it up and give them their 
IFCA Files Again 
by Ron Ginsburg Relations Act. in September 1978 in which 
On September 19 the Ithaca The outcome of the January the ICFA won a narrow vie-
College Faculty Ad- 1976 hearing stated that only tory over those in favor of no 
ministration (IFCA) again ap- full tim~. faculty members agent. 
proaches the National Labor would be eligible to unionize. On Jan. 31, 1979 the NLRB 
Relations Board (NLRB) in a Under the National Labor certified the elections outcome 
hearing on unionization. Relations Act. granting the ICF A as the legal 
In December 1977, the An election was held by the bargaining agent for full time 
American . Association of full time faculty in March 1978 LC. faculty members. 
University Professors (AAUP) to" decide, 1) whether or not In July 1978 the 2nd U.S. 
and the Ithaca College Faculty there would be a union, and 2) Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 
Association (IFCA) petitioned if so, would their collective that the faculty members of 
the National Labor Relations bargaining agent be the AAUP Yashiva University were not 
Board (NLRB) to .start the or the ICFA. eligible to unionize. 
process of faculty Full time faculty voted and Their decision came after 
unionization here at Ithaca the result was that neither was the court considered the the 
College. · able to gain a majority. 98 decisions the Yeshiva faculty 
After the petition was filed, voted no agent, 74 for lCFA made were never overruled. 
the NLRB peld a hearing to and 70 voted AAUP. But the The court considered Yeshiva 
determine if the Ithaca College vote to unionize was roughly faculty members to be 
faculty was eligible to organize two to one in favor of managerial and therefore 
a union under the protection unionization. ineligible to form a union. 
of the National Labor A run off election was held In between the two August 
faculty elections, I.C. wanted 
to apply the decision to the 
I.C. faculty. 
Although the Trusteeship 
Committee of the Board of 
Trustees should have selected 
3. new student trustee by the 
beginning of this semester, 
Ithaca College still lacks a 
student representative to the 
board. 
The three candidates, Peter 
Taffae, Steve Hansler, and 
Warren Pollock, all received 
the required percentage of 
votes in the student gover-
nment election last semester, 
which was the first phase of 
the selection process. 
However, the final decision, 
which was to be made after in-
dividual interviews by the 
Trusteeship Committee in 
May has been postponed 
because Pollack failed to at-
tend the interview:- At that 
time the trusteeship Commit-
tee attempted without success 
to contact Pollack. 
When asked to comment 
Taffae said," I agree with the 
procedure that the Trusteeship 
Committee is following. It is 
equal and just for all par-
ticipants and I am in 
agreement that they postponed 
their final decision so that they 
could allow each candidate to 
present his views." 
"We all knew that we had 
interviews," Hansler said. 
However he added that the 
·board requires three can-
didates to be interviewed and 
since Pollack did not attend 
the interview they were merely 
followihg procedure by not 
selecting a student represen-
tative at the time. Hansler ad-
ded," I would presume that we 
would be interviewed again, 
but I don't know. I hope the 
board makes a good decision 
and that the delay does not af-
fect the student trustee's 
ability to perform his task." 
Because no student trustee 
has been selected there has 
been some question over 
whether or not the I.C. 
student community has been 
jeopardized. However, as 
Taffae pointed out, the role of 
the student trustee "would not 
come into play until the first 
board meeting." Taffae ad-
ded "any serious candidate 
'Would not only keep abreast of 
the issues during ·the cadidacy 
but would want to be actively 
involved no matter what the 
outcome is.'' 
Pollack was unable to be 
reached for comment. 
Walter Borton, director of 
college relations said because 
of the court of appeals ruling, 
the administration has refused 
to initiate a collective 
bargaining policy with full 
time faculty members since 
Aug. 1978. This, Borton said, 
is because governance thru the 
traditional collegiate model 
rather than the process of 
collective bargaining is a 
healthier and more open 
means of managing an 
educational institution. This 
is both because unions and 
professionalism are somewhat 
at odds and because unions en-
tail the extensive involvement 
of government agencies." 
lo Co Seeks Director 
The NLRB agreed with the 
faculty that the college was in- · 
continued on page 6 
by Steve Hemming 
Ithaca College is currently 
'looking for a new Director of 
Admissions, a position 
vacated by Matthew Wall, 
who became the vice president 
for College Relations and 
Resource Developement. 
Phillip Tavelli, the associate 
Director of Admissions, 
'presently serves as interim 
director until a suitable can-
didate can be found. 
In an attempt to fill the 
position, Ithaca College 
organized a Director of Ad-
missions Search Committee. 
·Dr. David Long, the assistant 
·dean of the School of Business 
was chosen to chair the com-
mittee. In addition to Dr. 
Long, the committee includes 
Vice· President Wall, Dr. 
George Sims, director of the 
Educational Opportunity 
Program (EOP), Dr. Diane 
,Gayeski of the Educational 
Communications Department, 
and Leslie Hughes, a senior 
,psychology student. 
Because Wall relinquished 
•the job of director of Ad-
-missions late in the fiscal year, 
'it didn't allow enough time for 
. the committee to find a new 
director for the start of the 
'current fiscal year, beginning 
' continued on po~e 4 
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ITHACAN 
IN;.QUIRER 
Are you registered to vote, and why? 
photos by Ross Cameron 
Maureen Nolan, English Dan Dutcher, Philosophy 
'82: '81: 
Yes I have, but I don't know Yes, I have. 
who I'm going to vote for, as 
long as it's not Reagan. 
Franzheim, Jayne Shanker, Speech '83:_. 
Yes I have. 
Doug lvison, Chemistry '83: Karla Gantt, TV-R '81: 
No I haven't because I have Yes, I have. I feel that if 
procrastinated. you don't vote, you have no 
reason to complain about 
politics. ' 
Anne Howsen, English '81: Gary McEntee, Philosophy, 
No, I haven't, because my '81 
house was attacked by giant Well, gosh golly, I'm still 
lobsters and I haven't been waiting for my absentee ballot 
home. I will register however to arrrive for th.: '76 election. 
when the debris is cleared. Besides, I still have to decide 
in which state I. ought to 
.register. 
------ ---------~--
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EDITORIAL 
The School of Humanities and Sciences recently clarified their f ormer/y lax 
policies regarding independent study projects and internship.c:. Though 
rumors indicated a change in the regulations for such study, actually, the 
only adjustment has occurred in enforcement. 
The requirement of design statement and application form for independent 
study makes sense for two reasons: 
First, the mandate demands purpose in exchange for credit, and a purpose 
other than easy hours toward a degree. Furthermore, the goal of "enabling a 
student to extend his/her regular curriculum," as stated in the 1977 notes 
distributed by the Educational Policies Committee, prohibits such schemes. 
The word "extend" implies extra effort, not vacation. · 
The second reason, practical rather than moral, is that the longer I. C. 
grants credit for vague appointments with elusive goals, the harder it may 
become for following classes to receive credit for other than specifically 
documented courses. , . 
Faculty sponsor requirements also exceed those of casual overseer. Repor-
ts must be submitted and in the case of internships, visits made. Occasional 
·monitoring of placements and progress in research serves only to facilitate 
the value of the experience. The input of a faculty member provides a new 
perspective on the work as well. 
The internship policy requiringJood academic standing also emphasizes 
the philosophy of extension beyon the course offerings of a smaller school. 
If one cannot maintain the reasonable amound of discipline needed to pass 
courses, one should not attempt the next step. 
These policies should continue to be followed in the School of Humanities 
and Sciences and expanded to encompass the entire college. In this manner, 
the way can be cleared to useful and unique alternatives to classroom 
education at I. C. 
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OpEds & Letters 
Frats 
Letter to the Editor: 
Ithaca College fraternity 
and sorority members are 
returning to "campus 
disillusioned. The tragedy 
which occurred within the 
,--:,
4
~~~.:• Delta Kappa fraternity, as well 
as the unfortunate death of a 
Phi Lambda Chi brother this 
spring, has resulted in sadness 
and disillusionment 
, throughout the entire Greek 
system. Where docs all this 
leave the Greek organizations 
on Campus? 
.. _ .... ' An independent student 
may now view the Greek 
.. ---------•----------_. System as a fruitless and non-
SAB Activities Fair photo by Mark Samuels beneficial involvement. Very 
little is ever mentioned about 
the bond of unity which occurs 
Woibhop P .......... 
To the Editor: 
Are you involvetl in a 
student organization? Are you 
interested in improving your 
organization skills? If so, 
there is a workshop planned 
on the weekend of October 3 
and 4th. You and other in-
terested representatives of 
your group are invited and en-
couraged to participate in this 
workshop. 
The Campus Leader's 
Workshop Steering Commit-
tee has been working together 
on topics to be covered in or-
der to improve your leadership 
skills. These topics include 
"apathy," "selling yourself," 
"improving your 
Clrganizational image" and 
"cutting the red tape at Ithaca 
College.'' 
sored by your organization, is 
twenty dollars. Be sure to send 
your representatives to the Of-
fice of Campus Activities to 
sign up as soon as possible. 
We encourage all students in 
each organization to get in-
volved in this valuable !ear-
ning experience. 
The fee, which can be span-
ITHACA COLLEGE 
BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
IN COOPERATION WITH WVBR 93.5 FM 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
SOUTHSl-,E 
JOHNNY 
AND THE 
ASBURY JUKES 
SUNDAY SEPT. 28, 1980 
BEN LIGHT GYMNASIUM 
8:00 P.M. 
TICKET OUTLETS: 
I.C. Egbert Union Cornell Willard Straight 
Holl Record People Record Theatre 
TICKETS: 
$6.50 I.C. Community $ 7 .50 General Public 
. .. 
Sincerely, 
Leadership Steering 
Committee 
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Defended 
during pledging and 1s 
sustained throughout the 
students college years. 
Brotherhood and Sisterhood 
are terms used to describe the 
togetherness of the Greeks. A 
unity which cannot be 
weakened through separation. 
There are setbacks as well as 
pros and cons within any 
working organization. 
However, the positive qualities 
of such a worthwhile commit-
tment should not be 
overlooked. 
The greeks still remain 
hopcfull despite all their 
misfortunes. It would be ad-
mirable of the J.C. student to 
give credit to the cohesiveness 
among these groups, and give 
support where it is needed. 
Amy Tokarz 
Reagan 
Urges 
Supporter 
Voting 
To the Editor: , bassador Bush and other 
prominent Republican leaders 
will be on the CBS :devision 
network this Saturday at Ip. 
m. for thirty minutes. I am 
sure that the ocher candidates 
will be doing similar things in 
the weeks to come, in order to 
get their messages across to the 
American people. 
Last Friday, at the Student 
Activities Board "fair", I was 
pleased to sec the amount of 
students who were registering 
to vote. J would like to en-
courage any other person who 
has not already registered for 
the vote to do so soon. 
The election for president 
on November 4th, comes at a 
crucial point in our nation's 
history. Therefore it is im1for-
tant for voters to know how 
each candidate stands on the 
issues. This will allow each 
voter to make his or her 
decision intelligently. 
Governcr Reagan, Am-
Once again, 1 urge all voters 
to be as informed as possible, 
so we, as responsible 
American citizens can choose 
our elected officials. 
Joshua C. Cantor '81 
Chair/LC. Community 
for Reagan-Bush 
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NeW Director of Business Services 
Chris Horn 
by Scott Purdy and George 
Bradner 
Changes continue to be 
made in the Ithaca College 
f administration. Don Runyon, 
formerly the director of 
housi~gt,, has been named the 
new director of Business Ser-
vices. Chris Horn, formerly 
§ assistant to the director of 
t .housing replaces Runyon as 
~ housing director. 
· Q.. When asked about his new 
, ;.. ~ position with Business Services 
~ Runyon repli_ed that he has 
'""'-- - ~ not had much- time to find out 
. .,_~... "' about his new position as he 
~ has been very busy with 
"§. Housing for the past two 
weeks. He would, however, 
like to continue to have a large 
amount of contact with the. 
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I 
ward to filling his new 
position," although he says that 
many of his duties will remain 
the same. Some of the 
pr,oblems that he says he plans 
to look into are overcrowding 
in dorms and the number of 
students as he has in the past. 
"I have mixed feelings about 
leaving housing, but I am 
looking forward to the new 
position;" Runyon said. 
Runyon says he doesn't foresee' 
making any changes in his new 
position with the exception of 
putting together a telephone 
directory in the absence of the 
DK directory. He hopes to 
have the directory out in Oc· 
tober. 
students in temporary -
As Director of Business Ser-
vices, Runyon will oversee 
purchasing, · general services 
(mail, phone service, etc.), 
food services, Tower- Club, 
duolicating and printing, the 
bookstore, and summer con-
ferences. 
Chris Horn also looks for-
housing. He hopes to have all 
students out of temporary 
housing by the beginning of 
the second semester. 
The housing department is 
presently searching for an 
associate director, however it 
will only be an interim appoin-
tment until the department 
decides whether or not to 
eliminate the position. Both 
men will assume their new 
positions on Monday, Sep. 
15. 
Don Runyon 
·Miller Loses Contract 
by Paul Newman & Robert Redford 
Miller Vending Co. has lost . taken for the gamesroom. 
its contract for the candy and One was received from Macke 
cigarette machines on campus, Corporation and the other 
after 8 years with Ithaca from Southsure, a local com-
College. pany and the present operator 
According to Ted Coviello, . of the gamesroom. The 
purchasing agent for the Southsure bid was accepted, 
college, new bids were taken and their contract renewed. 
over the summer for the ven- Bids were also taken on the 
ding contracts. Bids were soda machines, with the two 
received from Miller, Macke, bidders being Coke and Pepsi. 
and Versatile (a local com- Coke's bid was accepted and 
pany). After receiving the their contract was also 
three bids, it was determined renewed. 
that Versatile, a company Two proposals were received 
which had bid several years for the laundry equipment. 
ago, would perform the best One was from Macke and the 
service Since they offered other from Miller. Miller's 
approximately the same com- was accepted. They are trying 
mission for the school, and to install new equipment as the 
said they were going to put in dorms are renovated. They 
new machines. Miller, who have · done so in Terraces 
received 85 percent of their 1,2,4,5,9 and Hood Hall, all 
business from LC., was con- of which were renovated this 
tacted. They said since they summer. 
would continue the laundry Coviello and Walter Burton, 
machine contract they would director of Public Information 
retain 65 percent of their stated that the school receives 
business. commissions on all vending 
Although the changeover of operations and. a part of these 
machines was expected to be funds are transferred to dorm 
completed by the first week of activity funds. The: amount 
school, due to difficulties in of money given each dorm 
receiving the machines, Ver- depends on the amount of 
satile had to delay installation vandalism. The less vandalism 
until this week. However, all · the more money. 
machines should be installed Also being considered was the 
soon. Versatile plans to offer provision of sundry items in 
an incentive program of some the cigarette machines, such as 
kind for using the machines tampons. Another idea was 
and plans to put up a the sale of prophylactics. 
suggestion list by the However, at this point it is far 
machines. Bids were also from definite that these items 
will be carried as part of the 
concession. 
* Admissions 
Director 
continued from page 1 
July I. Dr. Long described the 
process as slow, but says they 
have already received a sizable 
number of applications. 
In order to speed things up, 
Dr. Long and the committee 
have been advertising · in 
educational publications such 
as the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, as well ~s sending 
job descriptions to various 
colleges and universities 
throughout the country. The 
committee also hopes that 
these job descriptions and ad-
vertisements will encourage 
women and minority groups to 
submit applications. 
Dr. Long stated that the 
~ommittee is searching for 
;andidates who have extensive 
1dmissions experience as well 
is possessing strong leader-
,hip, communicative, and in-
terpersonal s~ills. 
The committee plans to 
begin initial screening of ap-
plicants in January of next 
year. Dr. Long is optimistic 
that the committee will find a 
new director of Admissions 
before the beginning of the 
next fiscal year. 
r·-·-·-·-a-·-1 
• REVIVAL a 
Waterbed Mattresses 
Butt Seam Any Size 
Lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
House of Shalimar 
the waterbed people 
Collegetown 
273-7939 
Commons 
257-2222 
39.95 
54.95 
10.00 
50.00 
50.00 
Pyramid 
I NEW ARHIVAI_', I 
• PANTS-plrat.-d tux and men'• woolen• • I (all •ize, and lengths), parachutt", fati~urs.l 
, • chin06, tropical .. oreted•, drawstring • I JACKETS-woolen men\ ,port coai.. I 
• white and dark tuxedo, women's field 11 I TOP COATS-men'• woolen I 
• SHIRTS-Hawaiian. tropical woretrd, 11 I Wallacr Beerv I 
• VESTS-af\Borted colore, t}l>t"s & HiZ('!I 
11 I HEAJ)GEAR-woolen wa1ch capo, liel'f'Ls I 
• (aRBorteJ colore). 
11 I REVIVAL, the •ton, for antique, 
11 vintage and rcc,yded wear, 103 
1· 
• I Dryden Rd., a muot •top in C-town. I 
• 
I 
• 
(Pre,ent thi! ad and get 10 percent 
ducounl on aU purcha,e,) 
• 
I 
• 
• II 1111 I IE'I I 11111 I Im II 111111B I mll 
---
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NOW TWO STORES IN ITHACA 
TO SERVE YOU! 
SEE MAPS BELOW. 
28 Watts RMS Per Channel 
.04% Total Harmonic Distortion 
LED Digital Preset Tune.r _. 
4o Watts RMS Per Channel 
.04% Total Harmonic Distortion 
SONY. 
~(IJJ:l [))) { ((2) 
RECEIVERS 
19995 
STR-V25 
.$4WSONY. 
29995 
STR-V45 
~~ ·· .:;~-~ -~ i:: 
.. 4(j', • &,c _$200139,s 
AMP~~Fl~R 
0 
- .- ~A-305 
40 Watts RMS / .08% Distortion 
SONY 
TC-K22 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK 
THE ITHACAN PageS 
VIDEO HEADQUARTERS • ·ovER $4,000,000~00 SOLD'!! 
MEMOREX AMPEX 
l-500 
Betamax 
'r·--·----- - l(§)sAMPO! 
li l ~-?J 
SINGLE GUN 
IN-LINE 
1 ·~,9, 
COLOR 
TELEVISION 
19'' Solid State 
REMOTE CONTROL 
1191! ....... Pl111CT1111U.RE T~U~BE-9IIIIIR.._IIIII .... 
AUDIO TAPE 
LN-C60 
LN-C90 
UD-C90 
UDXL 1 or 11 C90 
MX-90 Metal Tape 
UD-35-90 7"-1800" 
-
1 
I . 
' I 
I POCKET 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
PHONE ANSWERING MACHINES 
~ 999s 
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H • u d have met more people and Ouslng P atehave beep satisfied with the social life at Ithaca. Most 
· have adapted well to their 
by Diane Vaccaro and Pecka This year housing had to make situations and some said that 
Bunnell accomodations in order to they do not want to separate. 
If you are one of the 50 per- house 200 additional students. Most of the students expressed 
cent of freshpersons who are This is what prompted that the lack of furniture and 
either tripled or living in Residential Life to create space was their biggest com-
lounges, there is some infor- tripling and lounge-living plaint. 
mation that will allow you to situations. Lounges are being cleared 
better understand the housing Three lounges have been based on priority, but in 
situation on campus. This cleared as well as 20 · tripled rooms, the date of the 
year there is a larger amount tripled rooms so far. By the students application is the 
of students tripled and living end of the week, more determining factor. Perkins 
in lounges, because many up- detripling is expected to take could offer no definite date as 
perclasspersons have chosen place. Perkins said that most to when the detripling process 
not to move off campus. of the students have been very would be complete. However, 
Based on I.C's lottery system, cooperative. This cooperative he did urge the students to 
the freshpersons feel the effec- behavior may have been remain patient with the 
ts. exhibited because most fresh- system. One final note:The 
BillPerkins, associate· persons have found living with rumor that 80 students are 
director of housing operations more than one roo~mate to be living at the Ramada Inn is 
said campus nousmg can ac- a positive learning experience. false. Cascadilla Creek photo by Ben Norton 
;;;;;~:,;;; •• ~a:::;;;:;~ ••• M•··~ Seniors Meet 
et Drink th ("J'! • k Off• Jj. Senior class officers S,ue seniors to·obtain discounts at ~ s at e 'I IC et ICC • Trevakis, Gary West, Kevin certain businesses, rcstauran-
~1 . • • • ti1" Gage, and Ellen Wahl held the ts, and bars. Class President I 1, It first senior class meeting on Trevakis said, however, that I · Cit, Sun., Sept. 7 in the the price of the coupons to * !lti Crossroads. They announced seniors has yet to be deter-
.B.C ji.l plans and formed committees mined. 
~ ,._
1 
at the gathering and as· The officers plan a road ~ iit::.:'.1-~ 1-i--~!!I !!"I Trevakis said, "Let everyone rally followed by a picnic on 
~ ~ know what we did over the Oct. 5. The road rally will in-
~ ---~~II!' ;:.,...clrlll:lt=-- fflt! summer.'' volve touring Ithaca by a series ~ cit! Currently taking place in the of riddles, with prizes awarded i: Din * th B R 19i.., Union is the sale of painters' to the winners. The picnic is ~ . • ner m· e aggag(> '''"" ffl HI" hats' · and 30 ounce planned for the entire class.. ~ • • • ~ \.J\.J.a.a{ Cit cups to raise funds. although the location has not 
4i Gfq g It, Later sales will include t-shJrts yet been announced. ~ t I\ .J,at1• on 121.. and mugs, but they will sell at The 22 Days Party, an 1. C. l: a \; l / . ; or below cost as souveniors tradition, will be held at the 
~ Here's a peek o! some 0 1 our surprises. . l9... rather than money makers. North Forty on Nov. 7. ~ 1 t6I" A car wash heads the list of Kevin Gage will organize a fl Whole live Maine Lobsters served with clams & corn on the cob $11.50 fflt, activities slated for the fall senior cheering section for the 
~ 19t semester, and will take place football season, with par-
~ Fresh Broiled Swordfish $6.95 Fresh Baked Scallops $6.95 aa... on Sept. 21 at the Mobil ticipants wearing painters hats = Roast Prime Ribs of Beef $9.50 N.Y. Strip Sirlion $9.95 ,ar Station across from the sold this week in the Union. 
Roast-Duck $7.95, Scrod . $6.95 ! Pyramid Mall. Committee All activities, says.Trevakis, 
..B.C $11.75 ,sr chair for the wash, Brian Snet- serve to form "a united seniior 
'i81 Filet Mignon Lobster Newburg $8 95 1 , 1 · h f 4I • tit tigeo, has 25 volunteers to c ass. ' She exp ams t e o -
4t *Everything you always wanted to eat, It staff the event. P_rofits will ficers' goal as "making Senior 
.et but mistakenly thought only your parents could afford. :· go, as do ~II monies e~rned Week better," and says that 
~ T. h k. 81 d f W ff . from . senior , fundraisers, the more money raised by the 41 1aug annoc V • @ Foot O • Bu alo 272-2609 toward senior activities class, the more the activities 
&i9¥~¥i,'fi_lf~¥ioii·~~loi'¥Cfl"'ai~iifi;io~V- ~~~;~h~~~iort~eek~ear and ~~~ b~ii~~~~~d ~~ dee~~~~~~~e 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
J 
YOU ARE INVITED 
SEPTEMBER 18 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
SEPTEMBER 24 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
OCTOBER 2 
CROSSROADS PARTY 
Union - 8:15 p.m. 
Chat with form.er 
London students. 
Slides, Snacks, Beer 
I.D. Card Required 
COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
Muller 218 
274-3306 
Applications Due October 27th 
Senior I.D. ,stickers may associated with Senior Week. 
soon be purchased to enable 
.*IFCA 
continued from page I 
deed in violation of the law, 
and a summary judgment was 
issued directing the college to 
bargain. The college appealed 
the summary judgment in the 
2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals {the Yeshiva case court). 
The Appeals court did not 
rule on whether or not the 
faculty of LC. could unionize. 
They did rule that the NLRB 
noted "irresponsibly" by not 
granting I.C. a new hearing, 
after the Yeshiva case, to 
determine whether or not the 
I.C. faculty had manegerial 
status. 
Because of this decision all 
the NLRB's actions, including 
the certification of the 
faculty's union, were thrown 
out, leaving both sides in Jim-
bo. 
On Sept. 4, 1980 a petition 
was filed with the NLRB to 
determine who is eligible to 
Jom a union. On Monday 
Sept. 8 a hearing officer was 
assigned to the case, and the 
hearing date was set for 
Friday, Sept. 19. According 
to Schwartz, "Chances are 
good that either or both sides 
will ask for an extension." It 
is expected that the 
"managerial question" will be 
thoroughly explored. 
Regardless of the outcome 
of these cases both Borton and 
Schwartz feel that both sides 
are working for the benefit of 
the institution, but have 
drastically different ways of 
achieving their final objec-
tives. 
A~jAT1C 
~G.4ftDEN 
.[RtSTA[EfANT] 
C), ine'ie - ,4 m«·ri(·a" Food 
18 w. St<llP StrP('I 2 72- 7:Jt,o 
. Your ITHACAN Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
'- ·- ' 
Ithaca College will b(! getting a taste of the Jersey Shore on Sun.day·southsideJohnny 
Sept. 28 at 8 pm as South Side Johnny and the Asbury Jukes will be 
maldng their long awaited debut on campus in the Ben Light Gym. 
The Ithaca College community should be in for a night of no frills, 
energetic, and lively rock and roll. The Jukes music· is filled with a 
casual lrnit of rock, shoo-bop, and good ole Asbury Park rhythym and 
blues. Tickets are now on sale to the Ithaca College community for ' 
$6.50 and the general public for $7.50. If the Jukes can't shake down. 
the roof of the Ben Light Gym, nobody can. 
-Ill 
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Shake, Rattle and Roll withN.R.B.Q. 
. . 
tunate to be hosting the likes son. At Terry's·right is bassist bone, while Keith Spring and · N.R.B.Q.'s music proves by Loren Mortimer 
What does N.R.B.Q. stand 
for? Born as the New Rhythm 
'n' Blues Quartet, N.R.B.Q. is 
combination of R & B, jazz, 
rockabilly, and just plain rock 
'n' roll. They not only charac-
terize the straight ahead rock 
of the Chuck Berry, or Buddy 
Holly era, they have been 
praised by critics as one of the 
most enjoyable, unP,retentious 
bands in America. 
of N.R.B.Q. next Thurs., and co-originator of the band, ·Gary Windo will be playing that good music is truly 
Sept. 18 at 9 pm. Joey Spampinato. Drummer alto ·and tenor saxaphones. timeless. They are not only 
N.R.B.Q. is a quartet com- Tom Ardolino adds the drive . Together N.R.B.Q. and the fun to listen to, but they are 
prised of four seasoned and and ever present beat that Whole Wheat Horns perform fun to watch. Their live per-
diverse musicians, with seven rounds out th,.e quartet. some of the most.._rowdy, fun, formances are always un-
albums, countless singles, and This week, however, the Ar- and delightful rock music predictable in ·content but 
many concert, club, and cadc should be in for an added around. The group's album never quality, and with. the 
college dates behind them. dimension, because N.R.B.Q. "Live at Yankee Stadium", recent release of theirlatest 
On keyboards and has added some hard driving released in 1978, was not album, "Kick Mc Hard," they 
The Arcade is 
sometimes lead vocals is the brass to the quartet better only one of the most highly may well have a few new sur-
co-originator of N.R.B.Q., known as "The Whole Wheat acclaimed albums of the year,-f)rises for the Arcade. This is a 
Terry Arlams. On lead guitar Horns". Donn Adams, but it was a refreshing relief band that can shake the place 
most for- and lead vocals is Al Ander- Terry's brother, is on tram- from the pontposity rock was down. 
House of Shalimar 
Collogetown-Commons-Pyrarn,d , 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
Enroll with Bass 
and graduate 
Bass shoes give your feet in s-ty-le. 
the education they deserve With !me 
leathers and cushloned soles. they·u teach you 
a new delm1hon ol comfort And Bass·s dlas-
sic styling wlll help you make the dean·s 
hst for good taste 
0 
'~ 
beginning to take at that time. 
• 
·Choral ~~mpositio~ Contes~ 
Ithaca College's second 
Choral Composition Contest 
will be held on November 
15, 1980, and it will be open to 
all composers with the excep-
tion of Ithaca College faculty, 
staff and students. 
Composers are asked to 
submit, by August 15, 
previously unpublished pieces 
for mixed choir, unaccom-
panied or accompanied by 
keyboard, percussion or elec-
tronic media, of three to six 
minutes' duration and of a 
level appropriate for college or 
outstanding high school 
choirs. In addition, rights to 
texts must be cleared and the 
texts may be sacred or secular. 
• Eight scores will be selecte(j 
for performance by four ex-
cellent high school choirs on 
November 15 and the scores 
will be considered for 
publication by Theodore 
Presser Company. A highlight 
of the concert will be the 
premiere of a new choral work 
by Samuel Adler, a faculty 
Jllember of the Eastman 
School of of t 
University of Rochester. 
First prize for the contest 
will be $300, second prize $200 
and winners will be announced 
at the concert. Finalists will be 
encouraged to attend the per-
formance of their work 
though the College cannot 
reimburse travel expenses. 
Scores, postmarked no later 
than August 15, should not in-
clude the composer's name 
and a mailer with address and 
postage should be provided if 
a return of the score is 
requested. Though copies will 
be made by the College, they 
will be destroyed after the 
concert. 
Mail compos1t1ons to 
Lawrence Doebler, Director of 
Choral Activities, Choral 
Composition Contest, School 
of Music, Ithaca College, 
Ithaca, New York 14850. -
Wine Glosses 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
Hlt'KEY:', 
?01 S. Tiep St. 
I~. N:\'. 
272-81.6? 
THE 
Music Store 
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ALBUMS/ The Stones Emotional ·Rescue 
by Tom R. Shapiro 
After almost 20 years and 30 
albums the Rolling Stones still 
manage to generate excitement 
Olith everything they do. The 
release of their latest album, 
"Emotional Rescue", is no 
exception. The album has 
been expected for almost a 
year, and now that is finally 
out, there are certain obser-
.vations that can be made 
about it. 
The first and most obvious 
is the cover. The Ther-
mographic pictures that adorn 
both the cover and the poster 
are both striking and artistic.~ 
The- Stones have always had 
original cover concepts, and in 
my opinion, this is one of the 
best. As for the music, I wish 
it was as original as the cover. 
We are confronted with ten 
composistions that are in some 
way about women and sex. 
What is even more surprising 
is that Jagger and Richards 
have not changed their 
opinion about women in 17 
years. Even though this album 
could have been called Some 
Girls II, one might argue that 
rock'n'roll is so limited that 
there are very few original 
song topics. 
Aside from the references to 
women, every song ofl this 
album is danceable, in one was a ro"istake. Even the dual i 
way or another. The Rolling guitar solo between Ronniet 
Stones have always copied the and Keith can't save this one. ·
1
 ~· 
current trends in Soul or R and Although this album do~s , 
B music, and nowhere is this lack originality, it seems to 
more evident than in "Dance have some excellent moments. 
pt. l" and the title cut "Where the Boys Go", is a 
."Emotional Rescue". An in- true N.Y. song. The rhythm is 
teresting aspect of "Dance pt. pulsating and Keith's guitar' · ~· . . 
l" is that it marks Ron sounds as fresh as ever. "Let · . ~ ' iit· 
Wood's album songwriting MeGo",hasagreatbackbeatl. ~';.·,Hj;,.'.'. ~,: 
debut. This is the first time that he_lps punctuate Jagger's. · · 'l ~} 
another Stone aside from screaming vocals. • .. ,,. ,,. 
Jagger and Richards has writ- ~obby Keyes super? sax. is , .,,:i.~:::''\ . . ... 
ten a song since Bill Wyman -evident througho~t this e~tue , • .:;.:~ ··.; -~;'7:,...,, ,./;(·_,· 
wrote "In Another Land" in album, and the title cut 1s a . · -~~~;·;.;~'·,. ·· ·i •. 
1967. I guess we can now ac- good example. ...~ ~ · t··...,_,_....ir 
cept Ron Wood as true mem- The true highlight of this· True, this may not be the 
ber of the band. record is the haunting '' All most original album the 
There are also some true low About You". Keith Richards' Stones have made. I will still 
points on this record. The fir- vocals make this one of the maintain though, that for all 
st is "Summer Romance". I most emotional and unpreten- these years the Rolling Stones 
·can't picture a 37 year old tious Stones songs ever. have been at the pinnacle ot 
Mick Jagger taking this song Richards laments that he is popular music li~cause they 
seriously. It's just too much. sick and tireB of "hanging can integrate the current tren-
While "Indian Girl", may round with dogs like you", bf ds of music with their own 
be one of the more musical of the end of the song he asks, 
any of the Stones newer songs, "Why am I still in love with 
the ~tones give a lackluster you?" The dichotomy here 
performance.This is theStones may at first seem confusing, 
message song, but unfor- yet this is the true nature of the 
tunately, the message is lost in Rolling Stones.. Their love-
the performance and produc- hate relationships with women 
tion. It is also nice to hear the· have filled many album sides, 
Stones return to their R and B and it is orly logfcal that this 
roots, but for them to include song should provide the 
the tune "Down In the Hole", climax. 
,and 
rock'n'roll music. The currem 
trends are present in this 
album, and I am more than 
confident that what we have 
here is just a glimpse of the: 
rock and roll of the 1980's. t 
1: 
t 
I 
I 
Eugenia Hoefli'!'; an extra dimension to Ithaca College Ballet Rulloff:, ~ I 
Few young women at 15 or 
16 are deterred from a, 
professional dancing career by 
the thought that limelight will 
last only 20 or 25 years. But 
for the dancer approaching 
her late 30s or early 40s, it's 
a difficult fact to ignore. 
Eugenia Karin Hoeflin, 
Ithaca College's new ballet in-
structor, has chosen to ease 
the transition from 
professional dancing to a new 
career by leaving the 
Metropolitan Opera Company 
Ballet before she's told she's 
too old to dance, before she's 
surplanted by the next 
generation of 15 and 16-year-
olds. 
"If I had to make a 
choice," says the youthful, 
lithe woman, who was prin-
cipal ballerina , with the 
Metropolitan Opera, "lwan-· 
ted to make it on my own." 
And for Hoeflin, the choice to 
"go back to college" is an ex-
citing prospect. 
"A few years back," she 
explains, I started thinking 
about what I wanted to do 
when I stop dancing 
professionally._ I knew I'd 
never be a Ruth St. Dennis or 
a Martha Graham, to dance 
until I'm 70 (not that I'd ever 
stop dancing entirely). But 
with maturity, I realized that bodies. Most people think 
there are many other things to they're heavy, angular, awk-
do in life." ward or clumsy. My goal is to 
Her first thought was of make them forget about that, 
nursing; a second idea was to to get them to enjoy dancing 
work with the retarded as a and from there, to teach them 
physical therapist. But fate in- how it can be easier to do." 
tervened. Her good friend, She was also convinced that 
the owner of Ithaca's Dance Ithaca was where she wanted 
Circle, told her about a vacan- to be. Though she's spent 21 
cy left at Ithaca College by years in New York City, 12 of 
ballet instructor Vergiu Cor- those years with the 
nea and enticed her to Ithaca Metropolitan Opera, she says 
for an interview. she's "not a big city person. I 
"At first, I thought of a few -was there because of the dan-
friends who might like to ap- cing. There are so many 
ply but then it dawned on me good things in one place in 
that I should take a look Ithaca, the College, those in 
myself to find out what oppor- charge, the faculty members in 
tunities there were on the theatre arts, so many activities 
college level." and the friends I already have 
Her look convinced her that here." 
Ithaca College was where she The dancer, who studies 
wanted to be. "I fit in at the with New York City's David 
College," she notes, "because · continued on page 10 •-----------------------. 
Ioome~man®~d~~ 
company. Dance in the opera I ~ 
is more theatrical; it's theatre ~ <JTL _ ro __ f ___ / ~j __ . L _ i1 ~ 
inadditiontobeingdance,"a ~ u,ie, u~ ull~ ~ 
focus that will help her coach Ss 361 fj) ,, ____ ... _ · (1Z) ___ J ! Ithaca's students who might ([)ffrl;Vta i::,l,-o«,<.e ~ 
have careers on the stage, on ~ d. <Jr~ - 6l:1c - I L 61:. ro '1 
te1evisionorinthemovies. I d-d /!/ne :!JP~ :!JP~ if-lo,te ~ 
She's challenged by the ~ . . ~ 
thought of working with ~ ~ • ~ 
beginners. "I enjoy helping ~ ;· . ~ 
other people become Jess ~ ~ 
inhibited with their own. 5 ! 
~ Whole Grains, Dried Fruits & Nuts, ~ 
Make your 
room an 0a§i§. 
-
:'.:;' Is Fresdh FrAuit & VhegdetMa~lllesF, }Hain HDea_lth I 
~ Foo s, rrow ea . 1 s. ours, airy ~ 
• Trcptcal Plants and Lush Hanging Baskt>ts 
• Frt>sh Silk and Dried Flowers 
.11 Products, Cheeses I 
;,~Y,5, ,';':,::: ,::~::: :;,:d:•::;,o'.'."" . S •ALL REASONABLY PRICED• I 
• Peacock Chair Decorating ,1ccessories ~~ Spec1·ats: ~s 
Special $69_50 D1nnt'rU.·dre mug~ ~ ~ 
,rnd many exciting gifts' 
THE 
PLANTATION 
114 ltharu C',ommons•27:~7231 
Thurs . Fn till 9 p m •Sunday 11-4 
I Penn; Peaches 4/ .99C I I ! N.Y.S. Apple~ 4/ .99c I 
L.,.,,i.1i1111.1111.11.111.1.111111.11111.J 
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FTLMCLIPS/ MyBodyGuord 
by David l,ebovitz ~ults the school bully, Moody, 
"My Bodyguard," which played by Matt Dillon. 
marks Tony Bill's first attempt Moody has been terrorizing' 
at directing could certainly be·· the kids at school and Clifford 
cited as an extremely charming is no exception. He is im-
and effective comedy. It mediately warned, "Don't go 
realistically deals with the in the stairwells ... and never in 
problems of-. adolescence the bathroom!" After a few 
without resorting to cuteness run-ins with Moody and his 
or stereotypical portraits. cohorts, Clifford decides to 
The film stars Chris even up the scene by "hiring" 
Makepeace as Clifford, the Ricky Linderman (Adam 
newcomer to the big-city Baldwin) as· his bodyguard. 
school, who immediately in- The the tables are turned, until 
-, -- · -~~~-~THE CAR fV ASH.-,.----:-~ '. 
:1 1 Rt. 13 South ~ ,.,§rj@ entrance : ,·, 
1
• 
• 
Atthe .,, 
,'._ . 75( OFF ' ,\ . )} .' : ~~<-"'Z"~ to Kmart·! 
r,rj -- YUSI! ; '\ ALL NEW \. ~\\ 
I.'.:~: / •• '\ MODERI SOFT ~/,• 
:f s 1 o_o on ;: .,,,.. , !! uo1H ff 
'-'l~ "lfASh &r \ \ ~- , EQUIPMENT ~t' 
,,., WAI , ~ , >"' 
".'ii ~ - £~·: ·~Ti Dlt1ly s om - 6 pm - $,. ~~ $ 9 ·_·:.c~ ~-_:~n.911m-lpm ; 
good from 9/I I-9/18- ----Bruce;-s Bucks -- - - ' 
---~---...... --------~-----~---
Stalalca 111a 
1159 DRYDEN RD. 273-9725 
A COUNTRY TAVERN; RUSTIC, REIAXED 
ATMOSPHERE, FEATURING A COMPLETE MENU 
WITH DINNER ENTREES , HOT AND COLD SAND-
WICHES, STEAMED ClAMS, SHRIMP AND CHEESES. 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WEEKENDS. EVERY WED-
NESDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHTS (9PM-MIDNIGHT) 
FRESH STEAMED ClAMS JUST $1.95 PER DOZEN. 
DINNER SPECIALS NIGHTLY 
MON ... STEAK $4.95 
TUES ... BBQ CHICKEN $3. 95 
WED ... SPARE RIBS $4.95 
THURS. & WEEKENDS ... FRESH SEA-
FOOD 
SUN ... BEEF SHISH KEBAB $4.95 
IMPRESS SOMEONE WITH YOUR GOOD 
TASTE IN BARNS, BRING THEM TO THE 
STABLES INN. 
Moody pulls a few surprises of 
his own. 
"My BodyGuard" is funny, 
really funny. The jokes in the 
film were very original and 
clever, not idiotic, like recent 
comedies such as "Serial" and 
other films which present poor 
attcmps at showing the human 
condition. Yet "My 
Bodyguard" also extends itself 
beyond its comedic intentions. 
, It moves the viewer. 
Anyone who has ever been 
intimidated by anyone else can 
certainly empathize with Clif-
ford and his classmates, and 
when the tables arc turned, the 
film generates an incredible 
of audience 
thusiasm. was totally in-
volved in the conflict between 
the characters and anticipated 
its resolution. 
Particularrly admirable was 
Chris Makepeace. His in-
nocent, wide-eyed sense of 
pathos was perfect for the 
role. An unusually good, and 
believable child performer, 
Makepeace was very effective 
in conveying the feeling of a 
lonely child in a new, uncom-
fortable environment. 
Equally outstanding was the 
performance of Adam Bald-
win, making his film debut as 
Makepeace's bodyguard. 
Providing a good deal of 
comic relief was Ruth Gordon, 
-~-_,___ 
continued from page 9 
Howard and has worked with 
choreographers Alvin Ailey, 
Alicia Markova and Zachary 
Solov, hopes to continue dan-
cing and choreographing with 
groups such as Dance Circle. 
Retaining her own agility is 
especially important because 
she'll work with beginners 
who need to see her demon-
strate .techniques. She takes a 
"class". herself each morning 
courtesy of taped music anct 
instruction from her teacher. 
"I have a great deal of 
respect for David Howard. 
He's inspirational and he's 
continually learning. He's 
taught me that we all m 1ke 
mistakes in conveying an idea, 
that it's sometimes easier to 
discourage a student instead of 
encouraging him or her. But 
he's also taught me that we all 
learn from our mistakes and I 
admire him for that.'' 
COSTUME CORNERS 
RENTALS-SALES 
MASQUERADE 
THEATRICAL MAKEUP 
. 
mon-sut I 0:30-5:00 
604 E. Buffalo 
(Comer of Stewart) 
GOT THE HUNGRIES? 
Then get to the Great Ametican Deli 
for the Best Take-Out Foods in town. 
SUPER SUBS • FRESH, PIZZA 
• COLD BEER· AND SODA , 
•· OVERSIZED SANDWICHES, 
9 SALADS AND MUCH MORE! 
who played Clifford's elderly 
grandmother who causes 
problems in the hotel which 
his father manages. Unfor-
tunately, I felt that her scenes 
flawed the film as they tended 
to sidetrack me from the real 
action of the film. I often felt 
that I wanted the film to 
return to the scenes in the high 
school dealing with Clifford's 
dilemma. 
Such a fine film should not 
go unnoticed. "My 
Bodyguard" is a really warm 
and embracing film, aside 
from being one which is truly 
funny. Tony Bill treats the 
characters with compassion 
and finds llumor in Clifford's 
problem. Alan Ormsby's 
screenplay is 1so full of realistic 
dialogue that anyone will be 
instantly reminded· of high 
school days. "My 
· Rodyguard" is one of the bet-
ter movies to come out to in 
the last several months, so 
definitely catch it. · 
Hoeflin will use her return 
to college as an opportunity t 
imitate her teacher--to con-
tinue learning. She's trying to 
find as many ways as she can 
to explain movement, t 
describe what a ballet student 
must do and feel and to find 
the one right way to express a 
concept that will reach a par-
ticular student. 
Relinquishing th 
outrageous class, rehearsal 
and performance schedule of a 
professional dancer will give 
Hoeflin time to pursue her 
hobbies. She's a student o 
languages, especially Italian, 
of human relations ("gettin 
along with people"), and o 
photography, a skill she hone 
recording some of the fan 
tastic scenery designed for th 
Metropolitan Opera. 
She also enjoys nature; a 
walk in the woods revitalizes 
her. 
It's not necessary to stop 
dancing at age 40 with an 
opera ballet company such as 
Metropolitan, Hoetlin ex-
plains. The company includes 
as amalgam of ages and duties 
range from being "portable 
scenery" to a great deal of 
dancing in operas such as 
'Faust" and "Samson." The 
emphasis is not so much on 
youth. 
But in the world of ballet in 
general, a dancer can be let gc 
solely because of age with nc 
concern for acquired wisdom 
or artistic ability. "It's so sad 
when you see a dancer let go 
just because of age," Hoetlin 
says. "They have 20 or 25 
years of learning from their 
mistakes which they can teach 
to younger dancers who won't 
make the same mistakes." 
Hoeflin has found a way t 
see that her knowledge doesn't 
go to waste. Though she felt 
she was not ready to teac 
hen she first attempted it, 
"in the 20-year interim, I've 
learned a great deal and feel 
'I'm ready to pass it on." 
l 
' 
J 
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The llhaca College School of 
Business is accepting ap-
plications for lrasfer. Frosh 
may not apply until their 
second semester. While each 
case is considered on an in-
dividual basis, applicants who 
have I) a cumulative average 
of 2.5 or above, and 2) com-
pleted math courses( 13-
105, 108), economics courses 
(06-12 l, 122), a writing course 
(77- ), natural or applied 
science course(s) will receive 
the strongest consideration. 
The applications are available 
in the School of Business of-
fice on the 14th floor of the 
West Tower. Deadline for 
completed transfer ap-
plications is October 27, three 
weeks prior to registration. 
The program of the mon-
thly National Organization for 
Women will feature a lecture 
accompanied by slides en-
titled, "If Independence Hall 
were a laundramat, we'd alt be 
up in arms," or "How Seneca 
Falls can tell the history of the 
Women's movement." Judy 
Jensvold and Betsy Shultis, 
trustees of the Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton Foundation, and 
N. 0. W. members, will speak 
on the life and times and 
_politics of Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton in a current effort to 
create a national women's 
historic district. The meeting 
will be on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 10th, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Greater Ithaca Activities 
Center, 318 N. Albany Street. 
We're still looking for 
students to fill the many 
human agency requests for 
volunteers. Credit and non-
credit projects can be 
arranged. 
lthacare needs help in ac-
tivities and recreation with a 
geriatric population. Help 
could include leading groups 
friendly visiting and 
developing programs. 
Ithaca Youth Bureau needs 
one to one volunteers, help 
working with children with 
perceptual motor 
developemental problems, 
assistance with youth court, 
art programs, proposal 
writing, and the Center for the 
Expressive Arts. 
South Lansing Center needs 
interns to work as youth 
developement aides with 
young women who are ad-
judicated juvenile delinquents. 
Group Homes needs male 
students to work in a 
delinquency prevention 
program for high risk fifth 
and sixth graders. This in-
cludes tutoring, friendship, 
and recreation. 
See Elaine Leeder in Muller 
307. 
The American Society for 
Personnel Administration 
:ASPA) will hold its first 
Jrganizational · meeting on 
Monday, Sept. 15 at 9:00 pm 
in Friends 201. This meeting is 
open to all members of the 
Ithaca College community. 
The Cystic fibrosis Foun-
dation, Central New York 
Chapter and Dr. Phillip T. 
Swender, Center Director are 
holding a Cystic Fibrosis 
medical update meeting for all 
interested parents of CF 
children, and/ or young adult 
patients. 
To be held September 23, 
1980, 7:30 p.m. at the Dewitt 
Community Church in Dewitt, 
N. Y. Directions available by 
calling Chapter, office (315) 
488-1631 between 9:00a.m. -
5:00p.m. Monday thru Friday. 
A regular meeting of the 
Ithaca Landmarks Preser-
vation Commission will be 
held Tuesday, 9 September 
1980 at 4:00p.m. in Common 
Council Chamber, City Hall, 
108 E. Green Street, Ithaca, 
N.Y. 14850 
Any student, faculty, or 
staff member who wishes to 
get involved in the Reagan-
Bush campaign is urged to call 
Josh Cantor at phone no. 277-
2647 or write G.A. 28-4-7 I.C. 
Ithaca Artists 1980- Annual 
Group Show-The Upstairs 
Gallery. DeWitt Office Com-
plex, 215 N. Cayuga Street 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
Hours: Tuesday-Friday 11 
AM-4:30 PM. Saturday 11 
AM-l:30PM. 
Opening reception: Mon-
day, September 8, 1980 5-7 
PM 
The Politics Film Serie~ 
presents "Paul Jacobs and the 
Nuclear Gang," Wednesday, 
Sept. 17, 7:30 PM, 103 Textor. 
Free and open to the public. 
The Office of Public Infor-
mation will pay $2.50 for any 
black and white photograph of 
any campus sporting event, 
with the exclusion of football. 
For photographgers who 
would just like to see their 
work in print, donations of 
photos will be accepted and 
the photographers credited. 
The office is located on the 
fifth floor, Gannett Center. 
Save the Children 
Federation, the international 
child assistance organization 
headquartered in Westport, 
Connecticut is ~ceking studen-
ts to fill ten '·internship" 
positions made available by 
their 1980-81 College Campus 
Campaign. The position of 
"Regional Student Coor-
dinator" will be granted to 
selected college students from 
the states of New York, New 
Jersey, Massachusetts, and 
Connecticut. Application 
forms and detailed infor-
mation have been sent to your 
college . placement director. 
Students are urged to apply as 
soon as possible. Selection is 
competitive. 
The Health Center will 
again be sponsoring a group 
for students with weight or 
eating problems to be lead by 
Martha W alga. The group will 
' meet on Tuesdays from 5-
BUdWets-ers 
_ KING OF BEERSe 
ATII.ETE OF TIE WEEI 
Senior halfback Bob Ferrigno led the Bombers 
to a dynamite win last week over Bloomsburg 
State . 
. Bob, a 6-0 200 pound All-American candidate 
carried the football 17 times for a total' of 100 
yds. He also scored three times. One was a short 
run of two yards and his second showed his dex-
terity as he sprinted for 36 yards. He caught a 46 
yard screen pass for his third touchdown of the 
game. 
This week the Bombers face Albany. Last year 
Bob set an Ithaca College record as he scored 5 
times against the Albany State Lions. 
For his great performance in helping his team 
destroy Bloomsburg, the Ithacan is proud to 
recognize Bob Ferrigno as Athlete of the Week. 
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7p.m. Mrs. Wolga i~ at the 
Health Center on Tuesday~ 
and Thursdays and any in-
terested persons should call 
x3 l 78 for more information. 
Accounting majors wnn 
demonstrable financial need 
are invited to apply for a 
Foster Foundation Scholar-
ship. Academic performanee 
and college or community ac-
tivities will be considered. Ap-
plications may be obtained 
from Mrs. Dee Floros in the 
School of Business office on 
the 14th floor of the West 
Tower. The deadline for the 
receipt of completed ap-
plications is October 10, 1980. 
Management, Personnel 
and Industrial Relations, and 
Finance majors with demon-
strable financial need are in-
vited to apply for a Venetos 
·Foundation Scholarship. 
Academic performance and 
college or community ac-
tivities wiU-be considered. Ap-
plications may be obtained 
from Mrs. Dee Flores in the 
School of Business on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for the receipt of 
completed applications is Oc-
tober 10, 1980. 
Friday, Sept. 19th5:00 pm 
. Kosher Yorn Kippur Meal*· 
Saturday, Sept. 20tJ. 
10:00am Y om Kippur Service* 
5:00 pm Yiskor and After-
noon Service• 
11 :00 am - l :00 pm Sukkah 
Building Bagel Brunch• 
All sponsored by Hillel 
Page 12 , 
Two School of Business 
students are needed to serve on 
the 1980-81 School of Business 
Tenure and Promotion Com-
mittee. The work will be ac-
complished primarily during 
the month of October 1980. 
Students may self nominate or 
nominate others for the post 
by completing appropriate 
form which is avajlable from 
Mrs. Dee Floros in the School 
of Business office· on the four-
teenth floor of the West 
Tower. Election date for the 
two students will be October 2 
and 3rd 1980. The election will 
be held in the School of 
Business office on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower. The 
deadline for completed 
nomination forms is Septem-
ber 26, 1980. All students 
from the School of Business 
are urged to vote by casting 
their ballot in the School of 
Business office on the 14th 
floor - 'west Tower on either 
October 2 or 3rd. 
The School of Business in-
vites students to apply for 
membership on the Dean's 
Student Advisory Council. 
The Council will consist of 
approximately twelve students 
and will meet twice each 
semester. !Members: will be 
selected by random drawing 
represent all four major 
programs and four class levels 
(frosh through seniors). Ad-
ditional members will be ap-
pointed by the Business School 
student organizations. Ap-
plications may be obtained 
from Mr. Dee Floros in the 
Busines5 School office on the 
fourteenth floor of the West 
Tower. The deadline for the 
receipt of applications is Oc-
tober 10, 1980. 
--
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Announcenients 
The Youthgrants program 
of the National Endowment 
for the Humanities will offer 
over 100 cash awards across 
the nation this fall to young 
people in their teens and early 
twenties, including many 
college and university studen-
ts, to pursue non-credit, out-
of-the-classroom projects in 
the humanities. The deadline 
for submission of completed 
applications is November 15, 
1980. 
An annotated exhibition of 
the 20th century war-time 
"home-front" act1v1t1es in 
Minnesota and Wisconsin, a 
booklet on the history of the 
sheep industry in Vermont, an 
anthropological film about a 
Los .Angeles gypsy com-
munity, and a collection and 
study o( migrant-worker bor-
der ballads in South Texas are 
some of the projects under-
taken by college and univer-
sity-age youth. 
The grants, which offer up 
to $2,500 to individuals and up 
to $10,000 for groups ($15,000 
for certain high-cost media 
projects) are intended 
primarily for those between 
the ages of 15 and 25 who have 
a ways to go before com-
pleting academic - or 
professional training. While 
the program cannot provide 
scholarship, support or finan-
cial aid for degree-related -
work, it is the only federal 
program which awards money 
directly to young people for 
independent work in the 
humanities. The humanities 
include such subject areas as 
history, ethnic studies, 
folklore, anthropology, 
linguistics, and the history of 
art. · 
If you are interested in the 
program, a copy of the r- - -·-·--·-·-·-··· -•- · ·-·-·-, 
guidelines should be on file at I . I 
the campus Placement Office I C PJ • N 
or the Office of Contracts and I . areer ann1ng, otes 
Grants. If not, please write I I 
before October 15th, 1980, if I i 
· h · Students interested in inter- k h f · ! you w1s to meet this year's I . . . . wor s op or semor accoun- I 
deadline, to: I viewing wit~ the Smith- ting students only. i 
Youthgrants Guidelines 
Mail Stop 103-C 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
Washington, D.C. 20506 
Corona Machme Corporation Students interested in par- l 
I must submit their resumes for ticipating in the State Gover- , 
I prescrcening by October 1, nment are encouraged to in- f 
I l 980, to the Carrer Planning vestigate the State Assembly.I Officr. and Senate Session internships On Monday, October 6, for the Spring of 198 I. Both i 1980 at 7:30p.m., Dr. Ken programs offer a small stipend 
Sheila Rowbotham - Lon-1 Nash from the National and college credit can be 
don, England, author of Training Institute for the Deaf arranged with a sponsoring I 
"Women Consciousness and will hold a seminar on carrers fac_ulty. Stop by Career plan-1 
Man's World"; "Women, in Deaf Education. This ning to view the tape "Asscm-
Resistance and Revoh.:tion", program will address the op- bly Intern: A Capitol Idea" 
"Beyond the Fragments" as portunities available in this and ask for information con- i 
well as several articles. Topics growing field, as well as a new cer~ing this exciting oppor-
1
! 
of her talks arc "The Graduate Program, offered tumty. 
Economic Crisis and the Con- jointly by the NTID and the "Save the Children", · an 
temporary Women's University of Rochester. agency dedicated to improving I 
Movement in Britain", Wed- As a result of the 'truth in the lives of needy children 
nesday, September 24 at 8:00 teSting' legislation in New worldwide, is conducting a 
pm in the Arena Theatre, Per- York State, ETS is not of- College Campus Campaign I 
forming Arts Building, Ithaca fering GRE Advanced Tests in for the l ?80's. Stud:nts can 
College and "Marxism and New York State until further become involved with this I 
Feminism in Britain, 1900- notice. For information con- organization through "Exter- I 
l 93Q" on Thursday, Septem- cerning regular GRE · ad- nships" and full-time em- i 
ber 25, S:00 pm, Uris I ministration dates please c?n- ployment. Contact Silvia ! Auditorium, Cornell Univer- .suit ~he GR~ lnfo~mation Farrell-Spence for more in-1 sity. She is being sponsored by Bulletm, available m the formation. 
the Ithaca College Marxist- I Carre~ Planning Office. . Students considering en-
Feminist Speakers Series and Semors from all academic tering MBA programs in the f 
Cornell University's Womens 1?~jors ~re invited to par- future are invited to attend the 
Studies Visiting Scholar's I ticipate 111 employm_e?t an_d annual MBA Forum in New I 
Program. I graduate school rec~mtmg t?1s York City, October 16-19, I 
Sheila Rowbotham is a I year· In °rder to sign up, 111- /1980. The forum will be held i 
leading English Marxist- I terested ~~ud~nts a:1ust attend at the Roosevelt Hotel and in- t 
feminist who Jives in London. I the . . . Onent~t10!1 ,, to eludes admissions represen- i 
Her visit to Ithaca should Recrmtmg/lnterv1ewmg tatives from 130 programs, i 
prove to be exciting for ~orkshop. ~}ease . consult and specials workshops and -1 anyone interested in feminist I Career News for times and panels concerning school -
issues. Her talks are open to I dates. selection, curricula, and f 
the public. career paths. Admission is f 
. • .- On Wednesday, September $3.00 per day. For more in- f 
Fnday, _Sept. 19, 5.~ Kosher 17th, at .7:00 p-m: ther: will be formation check with the I 
Y ?m K1ppur meal, 7 .00- Kol i a special 'Orientation to Career Planning Office, Gan- i 
N1dre. Saturday,_ Sept.20- i Recruiting/Interviewing" nett Center. I 
10:00 AM Yorn K1ppur ser- l<W_r._a_ra_a.....,.._. - - -~-~~,..tl-11-~~-il-C- -~ 
PONDfROSA Mon.orWed.- ' • \ . LIMITED TIME ONLY. 
vices, 5:00 pm Yiskor and af-
ternoon service, 11 :00 am-I::-
Sukkah Building Bagel brun-
ch. All sponsored by Hillel. 
N. ht Spec1a , College 19 
Filet of 
Fish Dinner 
COLLEGE 
I.D. 
Ithaca 
on Elmira Road (Rt. 13) 
1 BC"fO!S from Zlllakls <.11,Holet I 
. 
REQUIRED 
""ONDtt\OSA. a s,tl\K\\OUSt 
Cannot be used an com~natron wlrh 
oiher discounts AppRcable taxes nO( 
included Ar Panacipoting Sreokhouses 1-~I ~ - , 
Trinity Lutheran Church 
(Missouri Synod) 
149 Honness Lane (Telepnone 273-901.7). 
_Sunday School 9:00 A. M. Sunday Worship 10:30 A. M 
Free Rides from Cornell at 10:'f5 A.M. 
• Baker Flag Pole • Donlon Circle • Risley Bus-Srop 
From Ithaca College Egbert Union 
Parking lot at 10: 15 
Stf!,dent supp.er/discussion group,'. 
Sep. -7, 5-7pm. · 
THE 
11HACAN IS 
IN NEH>OF 
TALENIB> 
PEDPLE IN 
E.VEt«FIBD 
II PLEASE 
CONTACT 
AT 274-3207 
Get into shape. 
$14. 
At Command Pcrfonnancc we 
adapt the hair..tylc you wane to 
the hair you have. 
So even while your hair i~ grow-
ing, our haircut continue~ to 
help it hold ii> ~hape. 
And you continue to get al". the 
look~ you're looking fo,. 
Sh,unpoo, precbion cut and 
hlow dry for men and women. $12 
:',;o appointment nece~~ary, ever. 
Command Performanceilt 
Forthelooksthatgetthelooks"' 
Pyramid Mall ~-
Ithaca 
257-4020 
Bombe:r:s Swee·p. 
First Grune 
--. ~' 
by Dan Zako 
The Ithaca College Blue 
Bombers started off their 1980 
football campaign with a con-
vincing 58-3 slaughtering of 
the Division II Bloomsburg 
State Huskies at Bloomsburg. 
Coming off of a 1979 season 
in which they earned the 
Division III National Cham-
pionship by beating Witten-
berg University in the Stagg 
Bowl, the Bombers have their 
work cut out for them in 1980. 
With the loss of 18 seniors 
through graduation, Head 
coach Jim Butterfield had to 
find replacements for all-
American linebacker John 
---Laper, co-captain Bill George 
and many of the other 
positions open on the squad. 
After the Bloomsburg game, it 
seems some of those positions 
have been filled who can carry 
Ithaca to the Stagg Bowl once 
again. Gone from the 
schedule is Clarion State and 
American International 
College, the only two losses in 
'79 but added are Fordttam 
University from the Bronx, 
and from the island, comes 
C. W. Post College. 
In Saturday's blowout, the 
starters played and the second 
and third squads played giving 
the coaches a good look at 
every one in a game situation. 
Even with the defense hurting 
due to injuries to all-East 
tackles Jimmy Hoffman and 
Carl Guidotti, the defense 
practically shut out the 
Huskies except for a field goal 
by Doug Barry in the second 
quarter. Otherwise it was all 
Bombers offense. 
Doug Dt£arr started at 
quarterback and hit split end 
Jimmy Duncan for a six yard 
touchdown pass in the opening 
minute. This came after an 
impressive 75 yard opening 
kickoff return by deep player 
Fred Yaple. Decarr then 
t~rew a 12 yard scoring pass to 
J 1m Meyer in the second quar-
ter and co-captain Bob 
Ferrigno, the leading ground 
gainer a year ago, scored from 
two yards out on the option 
from -DeCarr. Dan LaNoir 
made this possible by picking 
off Bloomsburg State quarter-
back Curt Werkheiser's bad 
pass. 
The kicking game was off, 
but after Ferrigno scored, 
Decarr hit Mike Jorday for a 
two point conversion. The fir-
st half ended with Ithaca 
ahead 20-3. The Bombers 
have played Bloomsburg twice 
before this season with I.C. 
winning both games. In 1978 
it was 25-7 and opening game 
last year it was a closer 13-6 
game. 
The second half began with 
a 46 yard burst by Ferrigno, 
thanks to some fine blocking 
.up front from the offensive 
line consisting of Paul Shaf-
fner, Allan MacDonald, Kirk 
Jonah, Tim Downes, Tony 
Fusaro and Hal Cole. Jim 
Meyer then booted the ball 
through the uprights for the 
extra point. 
Steve Carloni picked up a 
Bloomsburg fumble, one of 
the eight fumbles lost, after a 
crunc;hing hit by linebacker Bill 
Rosecrans. Later in the quar-
. ter, Ferrigno who llad 100 
yards on 17 carries, scored on 
another jaunt of 37 yards. 
The extra point was blocked. 
Starting fullback Marty 
Conden scored from two yards 
out and then sophomore 
special teams person Dave 
Potenza recovered a ball in the 
end zone to make it 45-3. 
Both extra points were no 
good. Sophomore Tim Con-
nolly came in and threw eight 
passes, connecting on four for 
34 yards and scored the next 
touchdown on a Q.B. sneak. 
Giffford Wolcott, a transfer· 
from Mansfield State, kicked 
the extra point, and it was 
good. 
Before the final touchdown 
was scored, Potenza blocked a 
punt and Ithaca had good field 
position. Gerry Cooper 
scored his first varsity career 
T.D. to make it 58-3, and the 
extra point again was missed. 
The Bombers held on to the 
ball throughout the' game 
giving it up only twice. The 
,Bombers also had 11 penalties 
1for 105 yards. 
' Some Bomber Stats:· 
peCarr finished 6-12 and 89 
yards; Dave Whalen punted 
four times for 130 yards and a 
32.5 average; Ithaca total yar-
ds were 306 to Bloomsburg's 
97 yards; Fred Yaple gained 50 
yards on 9 carries; Larry 
Schunck lead the defense with 
14 tackles and two Q.B. sacks; 
Rosecrans also had 14 tackles. 
The schedule ahead shows 
Albany State this Saturday, 
and St. Lawrence the 
following Saturday. Both 
games are away and on Sep. 27 
is Fordham for homecoming. 
The Bombers only play four 
home games to six away 
games. The season looks 
promising for Ithaca once 
again and everyone is hoping 
for back to back national 
championships. 
photo by Mark Duda 
_ Soccer Looks Good 
by Thomas Buchbinder the squad will have a chance 
The 1980 Ithaca College- for revenge this year during 
Soccer Team is looking for- the regular season. Other 
ward to another championship teams the Bombers will be 
season. Con:1ing off last year's playing outside the league in-
6-0 record m the league, the elude Binghamton, Elmira and 
Bombers look to be com- Syracuse. 
petitive again this year. Coach MacCormack will be 
As the ICAC champs last looking to his midfielders 
season, the team had to beat Frank Caporiccio, Bob 
Clar~son an~·St. Law~ence for Durocher and Hugo 
t~e title. This year will be no Guaglianone to control the 
different. Coach Allan Mac- game. Kim Christianson 
Car.mack feels t?~ team will Ralph Boegel and Bob Stile~ 
agam be competltlve. He has will be trying to break 
good reason to be confident; through opposing defenses to 
t~e Bombers are returning lead the offensive attack. 
nme of, eleven starters from Defensively, returning goalie 
last year s team. will be Bob Thompson with 
Last year was also the first Doug Wallenbeck as the main 
time Ithaca made the playoffs. defender on the team. 
Cortla~d eliminated them but continued on page 14 
-· 
Field Hockey Plans Victory 
by Suzanne 8. ·1 assic 
A lot of hard work, 
devotion, and the ability to 
play as a team make up a suc-
cessful season. Without a 
doubt the Ithaca Women's 
Field Hockey Team displays 
all these important qualities. 
As a result, they are an-
ticipating a victorious season .. 
The team had a large crowd 
for tryouts, with 53 women 
seeking to join the squad. 
However, only 27 were chosen 
for the team, all of whom are 
considered varsity material. 
The starting lineup will be 
chosen prior to the practice 
before each game. Out of the 
27 squad members, 19 are 
returning from last year with 
the addition of six. new fresh-
persons and two sophmores. 
The team itself is comprised of 
five seniors, four juniors, 
twelvle sophmores, and six 
freshpersons. They did lose 
two vital players this year, 
however. Karen Patterson, 
the goalie who only allowed 
six goals to enter the Ithaca 
goal during their whole season 
last year and Ann Ashford 
their right lin~. Fortunately: 
they do have very strong 
replacements sophmore 
Paula Majeski and Anne 
Sammis, a freshperson. , 
The tri-caotains for this 
year's team are seniors Patti!" 
"l(lecha, Mary Beth Fiore and 
Mary Ellen Chanplin. 
:Coach Kostrinsky says that the 
team is picking up right from 
where they left last year. The 
team is in excellent shape and 
has an aggressive attack as 
well as a potent, experienced 
defense. Speed will be the 
trade mark of the team. 
, Under the guidance of 
Coach Kostrinsky and her new 
assistant Coach Andrea 
'Goldren(also women's 
lacrosse coach) and returning 
-manager of three years Barbra 
Tobias, the team is looking 
forward to a triumphant 
,season. 
Page 14 
continued from page 13 
This year's large turnout has 
made the Junior Varsity Team 
one of the best in Ithaca·s 
history. The Varsity will 
kickoff its season this Satur-
day at home against Hobart. 
The game will be at 1 la.m. 
Come on out and support the 
Bombers in their quest to 
remain ICAC champions. 
THE ITHACAN 
photo by Ben Norton Tennis Team Member 
FREE 
HALF LITER 
OF HOUSE WINE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
Present this coupon to your waitperson 
when ordering Dinner for Two, I any evening after 5:30 pm, 
• 
Sunday through Thursday. 
RESER\' ATIONS REQUESTED 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I when you find it ... you'll love it. 
I I 
·- Ill ;I :(,;()~H;<•;~:\I:; I; - ~ • 
L 
Septem!>er 11, 1~80_ 
photo by Mark Duda _ 
beady experience. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
AIRY~nARY 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET Onside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
1TheLlVER~ 
TAVERN 
/1,•st /Jrinks AnywhPrP 
(, n•at .,,~(Jk." & ."iPajoml 
J1 arm.f'riPndl~- A.tmosphPrP 
"'iinl!-<1-l,oril! Fri,lrn·&."iwurdtl)" 9:.10 
202 7 !-,LATER VIL LE RD. 
Open: 
,.. 
,. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-7724 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
' 
bedspreads, rugs, and tablecloths 
-from India 
Don't just put them on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
on your table, for a sofa 
cover, how a_bout curtains? 
Use your imagination. 
Collegetown Commons Pyramid 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up"J 
. H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES._ 
CWSEST UQUOR STORE 
ro L c: CAMPUS J' , .... 
J, 18 ON THE COMMONS 
r- . -
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y. State Wines" . 
Afternoon . '.l ··: ;. .. ' 
DE(iVERIES 272-21 ll 
.. 
September 11, 1980 
person,a.s .. 
THE l.C. HOUR, 
A variety show featuring 
comedy, Burlesque, dancing, 
singing & music is coming. 
Everybody is needed. Watch 
for more details in the coming 
weeks. 
6th floor West, we que this 
weekend. 
Your friendly loan shark. 
Terri-
What you do? Another of-
ficial "KIDS PARTY "IN 
December. Get psyched. Miss 
ya! 
Love, 
l .ana and Lucy 
Music 
. 
Sentember 12 
?acul-:v Percussion 
Recital - Gordon Stout 
Ford Auditorium 
8:15 P.~. 
Sente:nber 14 
Cavwa Chamber Orchestra 
?ord !!all 8:15 !'.M. 
,~d:,ission charged, 
THE ITHACAN Page IS 
Classifieds 
To Terrace Community, Dear Face, Steve 
The legend lives on! Reunion 
party this weekend! 
How is Woofer because she is. Try to stay up past IO one of TO Lori & Mary Ellen, I will 
· come visit!! 
not a Tweeter? And don't these nights. 
Milldew-
forget, God did create Jim Rick. Love The Actor. 
Kat-W e sure do miss your Bootz 
around here. Hope London 
has lots of birds to keep you 
busy. Huzzy back soon, 
hound. 
Morrison on the 8th day. 
Love ya, 
Captain Bcefheart It is a rare privilege to work for S.E.G.C. 
To Lisa, Sure your tran-
sfering? ! 
Love the JAP 
Love, 
HEYSIAMZ.-····! ! ! ! ! 
Happy Brthday you S.M.F. 
21 Shits, tuh?! 
To whom it may concern 
(beloved roommates) ... 
/ Maluba Jim-
ls post-grad life what they 
crack it up to be? Good luck 
in the search! Lucy and Lana 
TO PAM, Im still lusting 
Love Robert Redford. 
TO SUE, Its Wed. lets get 
drunk. 
Love The lush. 
I have gone to the lake for 
the weekend. I'll be back on 
Sunday after I go to Garrick's 
with Kathy. I'll bring the kit-
chen chairs back with me. 
-Captain Trips 
l Portfolio Photography 
I Professional Quality 
· Reasonable Rates Jackie: Ed. I Prompt Results Did you get through and get 
your fix?! 
"6th floor Kcgger every Wed. 
night." Nancy in London-
,,· For appointment, contact 
Ben Norton 209 Columbia St. 
' (see future notice for phone 
number). 
Bunny-
Keep up the good work!!! 
Sunflower· 
Tammy 
I guess things arc pretty safe 
without your car. 
Can't wait for the Haunt, or 
the "Hunt" 
Rick 
Liz, 
To the troops, Happy belated birthday. 
Love,. We'll attack at dawn. 
Paul Cornwallis 
I lost a Nikker-mat FTN and a 
black leather shoulder purse in 
Little York at the Memorial 
Park Concert on Sept. 7. If 
you found them, please call 
me at work at 416-925-
33 I I ,ext. 2246 or call collect at 
my home, 416-487-8358. 
Karen I:Iepburn. 
Congradulations Paul. 
Theatre/Films. 
Sentember 12 
SiMon 7:00 & 9:30 P,!,!, 
Textor 102 
AQ~ission charged, 
Sentember 13 
Simon 7:00 & 9:30 P.M. 
Textor 102 
Admission charged. 
Sentenber 14 
The ~'.ouse That Roared 
8 P,M, - Textor 102 
,\Q':liss ion charr;ed. 
Sentember 10 
Bovs Fron Brazil 
7:00 & 9: 30 P,t,I, 
Textor 102 - Admission 
chare;ed, 
West Tower 
Laura, 
Please come to 6 I 3 for more 
jumping jumps. 
With much disgust ... 
The 6th floor!! 
Lectures/Seminars 
Senterr.ber 11 
Orientation to Ccmnuting 
at Ithaca Colle~e 
Friends 2ou --=--Do !'./.!. 
Sente!!!ber 13 
I. C. Christian Forum 
'Messianic Prophecy' 
Textor 101-7:30-9:30 P:~ 
Speaker: Dr. ~llan A. 
Mac?ae 
Sentember 15 
Workshop in Reswr.e 
Prenaration & Writing 
Career Planning Ofc. 
Gannett Center 
4 - 5:00 !',f.!. 
Senter.?ber 16 
Interactive Corr.puting ,I', 
Use of the EDT Editcr 
Friends 204, 1: 30 P. '!. 
September 17 
Workshop, Creating a 
Credential File -
Career PlanninP, Office 
Gannett Center 4-4:30 PM 
Workshop in Orientation 
to Recruiting/Interviev-
ing Skills - Career 
Planning - 1st Floor 
Gannett Center - 7:00 PM 
Septernber 19 
Workllhop 1 Orientation 
to Recruiting/Interviev-
ing Skills - Career 
Plo.nning - 1st Floor 
Gannett Center 
3:30 P,M, to 5:00 P.M, 
Meetings 
September 11 
Recreation Club Orienta-
tion Meeting - Crossroads 
7 - 9:00 P.M. 
Independent Study in 
Psychoactive Drugs 
Meeting for all students 
enrolled in 62-450-11 
during first block, 
Gannett Center, Rm. G-lll 
7: 30 P.M. 
Sentember 16 
WEE'i<LY - Student Govern-
ment Mandatory Meeting 
for Student Congress 
Union Dining Ea.11 8 F,!,'.. 
InvestMent Club t,:eetine 
First Meeting-Job Room 
7:00 P.M. 
Kuu.".'!bo. Meeting - Cross-
roads 7 - 10 P.:,'.. • 
September 18 
London Center Infor~.ation 
Meeting - Job Room 
7 - B P.1·'.. 
September 19 
Navigo.tors Christian 
Fellovship ~eeting WEEKLY 
DeMotte Room 7:30 -
10:00 P.M. 
Betsy 
Sports 
September 12 
F&ll Baseball - T. C. vs, 
Mansfield - l P.M. (Al 
Fo.11 Golf - EL-:ura 
Invitational (A) 11 A.M. 
September 13 
Cross Country - I.C. vs. 
EisenhoYer - 2: 30 P.M. (A: 
Golf - Elmira 
Invitational 10 A.'.·'., (A) 
Football - I. C. vs. 
Albany State 1 F .M. (A) 
Field Hockey - r. C. \·s. 
AlUl!lilae - 11 A.~:. Ci) 
Varsity Soccer - I.C. vs 
Hobart - 2 P.'.-'.. (:-:) 
Senter.?ber c.5 
Basel::al'. - :!:.C. 
I Cortlo.nd 3 r. '.-'.. 
Golf - I . .., . vs. :cr:.:.a:i. 
EL-:.i rEi- - 1 ; . ~' r r.._ ' 
Senter.1be!' 16 
Baseball-!. '-'. ·:~ 
LeMoyne - ~ ? . ~.r ( :.. 1 
Field Hockev - I, :. vs. 
H.a.rt·d':ck - 3: 3C P. '.f. '.:l) 
September 17 
J.V. Soccer - T.C. vs. 
Hn.rtYick - 3 ?.'.·!. (H) 
~el'.lber 15 
Field Hockev - I.C. vs. 
Univ, of Rochester 
3: 30 P .M. (H) 
Golf - I.e. v~. !l..~rtYick 
Utica l P.!·!. (R) 
Tennis - I. C. YS. St . 
Le.vrence 3: 30 P.M. {H) 
September 19 
Cross Country - I.e. vs. 
Hobart - 4 P.M. (H) 
Etcetera 
SePter.iber l -
SePte.".'!ber l'.: 
Rosh r'.a.shano.r. 
~e:i~e::-.~er --___~ 
1st ?locr ::cc-: 
:-:al: Jir:::er -
6 - -. -,- .. . .)\., .. 
:rcss?""ca.:!s 
: " : .:· 
-;, I.( 
...,ar ·,.;A.s:! -
.i("''": - ;'.PX"': .. -
~-. 
·-=·~fie e C'a~r 'JS 
St clents rc.a:,· I · '' 
up their ~r~lPre 
Calendar' 
St.uder:t Af~o.irc 
Directory o.t 
the Egbert '"r::," 
Information 
Desk. ,Just tr; rr· 
your I. D. 's 
Looking Forw-ur~: 
Tickets on so.JP 
for Southside 
Johnny C,:;ncert. 
Sept. 2fl 
FRESH SALADS 
GREAT FOR PUTTING TOGETHER A QUICK 
MEAL. A DELICIOUS VARIETY TO CHOOSE 
FROM. AVAILABLE FROM OUR TOPS DELI. 
SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES 
TOPS HAS A VARIETY OF FRESWMADE SUBS. 
THEY'RE MADE WITH FINEST QUALITY 
SLICED MEAT. THE FRESHEST TOMATOES. & 
LETTUCE ALL ON A CRUSTY ROLL. AND 
AVAILABLE IN OUR DELI. 
w 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE 
~ 
VALUES THRU SEPT. 13, 1980 
at your new ... 
TOPS FRIENDLY MARKET 
614 S. MEADOW 
IN ITHACA NEW YORK 
SKIPPY 
PEANUT 
eutTER· 
1-LB., 2-0Z. JAR 
~ 
12 \J ~R\El\ES· 
-MOf({ON 
O\NNERS 
~E35' S~ . OZ pl(.G. 
0.\014· · frozen'\ . $ 
IN OUR DELI 1~,a~,!~ICED HAM 
Tender, Water s 1 3 8 Added ½-LB. 
CHICKEN , 
ROLL 
-- f~esh 8 9 f__..,.. Shced _ 
½-LB. 
REFRIGERATED 
FRESH MADE 
PIZZA 
MADE WITH OUR OWN HOMEMADE SAUCE, 
PURE WHOLE MILK MOZZARELLA & READY 
IN MINUTES, HOT FROM YOUR OVEN. 
CHEESE s1 99,CHEESE& $249 
PIZZA PEPPERONI 
i 
.J 
